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MATER ACADEMY BONANZA
INTRODUCTION

MAIKA HUGHES

SERVICE LEARNING

SERVICE TO COMMUNITY
HISTORY & PURPOSE
I served my community during my service
Mater Academy Bonanza first opened in
hours by going into a classroom and
2017 following the best practices from the
completing AR reading assessments with
nationally recognized Mater Academy of
students.
Florida as an established model for working
REFLECTION & EXPECTATION
and achieving with diverse populations
Reflecting back to my service, I found the
SOCIAL ISSUE ADDRESSED
(Gronna, 2017). The purpose of Mater
The social issues Mater Academy faces to fulfill its most joy in being able to witness student’s
Academy is to provide an innovative,
growth. Going in, I expected to work with the
purpose is education and poverty.
challenging, multicultural education,
whole class, however this experience taught
CURRENT
AND
IDEAL
STATE
students to be global citizens and have a
me the importance of individual instruction
Currently,
we
are
bringing
awareness
to
the
competitive edge in the 21st century
that adjusts to each student.
importance
of
parent,
society,
and
public
figure
workforce. They aspire to have students to
DIFFERENCES
involvement in education. Contributing factor
obtain a thirst for knowledge and a belief in
Mater
Academy
has
made
a
difference
includes undersupply of funding. At its ideal state,
the students’ self-efficacy (Jackson, 2018).
our nation would have more leaders who continue in the way I view service learning as the
PARADIGM
integration meaningful community service
to develop a prosperous society.
Mater Academy fits the community service
with instruction and reflection to enrich the
SITE APPROACH & MY APPROACH
paradigm of social change:
learning experience, teach civic
One way of Mater Academy approaching this
the depth and integrity of relationship
responsibility, and strengthen communities
st
century
program.
I
social
issue
is
by
running
a
21
among the people who come together for
(McDaniel, 2018). I made a difference at
approached
this
issue
by
getting
involved
in
the purpose of bringing about positive
the site by assisting the teacher on her daily
education. By having one on one with students
change, and by their commitment to an
task. Personally, this experience has taught
during their independent reading, I was able to
educational cycle that brings them ever
me the value of higher education.
build a relationship with each and every student.
closer to a clear understanding of the root
Professionally, I will be able to take the
causes of problems and effective strategies
experience I gained at this site and
for addressing them.
implement them towards my own
classroom.
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